Abstract-The pre-exascale systems are expected to have a significant amount of hierarchical and heterogeneous on-node memory, and this trend of system architecture in extreme-scale systems is expected to continue into the exascale era. Along with hierarchical-heterogeneous memory, the system typically has a high-performing network and a compute accelerator. This system architecture is not only effective for running traditional High Performance Computing (HPC) applications (BigCompute), but also running data-intensive HPC applications and Big-Data applications. As a consequence, there is a growing desire to have a single system serve the needs of both BigCompute and Big-Data applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
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Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF) and Lawerence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), Summit [6] and Sierra, will contain approximately 1.3 TB of heterogeneous memory per node that includes DRAM, HBM, and NVRAM. As these systems are being designed, we need to explore novel programming approaches to exploit its fullest potential and addresses the challenges that are unique to this architecture. The programming models should abstract various heterogeneous memories and memory hierarchies, while also providing an easy to use programming interface. It should provide mechanisms for reducing data motion (both intraand inter-node) and controlling the data locality. To address the increasing unreliability of system components, it should provide a mechanism to achieve data resiliency [5] , [14] , [7] . Another level of complexity is that the solution has to be performance portable for applications that execute on systems with varying architectures. Future exascale systems are expected to have similar heterogeneous and hierarchical memory architecture [17] . As a consequence, these programming requirements will exist in all emerging and future generation systems [15] , [22] , [23] .
The traditional programming models do not completely address the challenges of abstracting heterogeneous memories. Message Passing Interface (MPI) [24] and OpenSH-MEM [20] view the extreme-scale systems as a distributed memory system with homogeneous memories and no hierarchies. Further, they strive to provide efficient mechanisms to communicate between the nodes rather than minimize data motion. Applications using these models to exchange data, copies the local data into network buffers and sends the network buffer to the remote process. The remote process unpacks the data in network buffers and copies the data to the destination buffers. They do not provide mechanisms to share the data between applications or move data between memories, which would be particularly important for these architectures.
Further, these architectures are not only effective for executing traditional HPC (Big-Compute) applications, but also effective for executing data-intensive HPC applications and Big-Data applications. Particularly, the terabytes of onnode memory and petabytes of overall memory, and inter-connect with high message rate and high-bandwidth, can be effectively utilized by Big-Data applications [13] , [26] . The HPC vendors are also moving towards this architecture and usage direction [3] . Though there is a convergence of architectures, the software abstractions and programming models have not been designed for the convergence of BigCompute and Big-Data.
To address these critical programming gaps, in this paper, we propose SharP. SharP aims to provide a simple, usable, and portable abstraction by encapsulating hierarchical and heterogeneous memory with distributed data objects, and then enhancing this abstraction by mapping data-structures onto the data objects, adding mechanisms for data organization, data sharing and data resiliency. It provides a set of uniform and unified interfaces for managing data across various memories that vary quantitatively as well as qualitatively. We design SharP such that it can be integrated with Big-Compute and Big-Data applications, interoperable with traditional parallel programming models, while being performance portable across architectures.
In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper:
• Processing Units (GPUs) and Xeon Phi), and NVRAM. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II explains the goals for SharP, Section III presents our approach for the SharP programming abstraction, Section IV details the implementation of SharP with the SharP API presented in Section V, Section VI provides an evaluation of SharP with both Big-Compute and Big-Data applications, Section VII presents related work, and Section VIII concludes.
II. GOALS FOR SHARP
• Simple and Usable Abstractions for Heterogeneous Memory: The extreme-scale systems will include different types of memory, which varies both qualitatively and quantitatively as well as in the organization across the systems. The performance characteristics of the memories such as latency and bandwidth also vary, which is further influenced by the organization of the memory. Abstracting these memory systems with simplified abstractions, which exposes the capabilities of the memory systems without sacrificing the portability and performance is important for effectively programming these systems.
• Abstractions for Data Organization: Given that the systems have petabytes of data on the on-node memory, it is important to provide abstractions that enable programs to organize the data, which reduces data movement, reduces data copies, and ensures data locality for computations.
• Performance Portability: The performance portability across architectures has been one of the important goals for programming models and systems. With hierarchical and heterogeneous memory in the emerging systems, performance portability has become not only important for the computation but also for the data organization and data layout optimization.
• Abstractions to support convergence of Big-Compute and Big-Data: The pre-exascale systems with computing accelerators, high-performance network and I/O system, and a high amount of per node memory can be effectively used by both Big-Compute and BigData applications. This trend of system architecture convergence is expected to continue into the exascale era. However, for applications to use these effectively, a hardware convergence is not enough, it requires operating systems, system libraries, and programming models to be designed to support the convergence.
• Interoperability with Traditional Programming Models: SharP aims to provide functionality that is complementary to traditional HPC programming models such as MPI, OpenSHMEM, and Task-based models, and as such one of the goals of SharP is to be interoperable with the traditional programming models.
III. APPROACH
The central concept of SharP is to encapsulate the hierarchical and heterogeneous memories across nodes with distributed data objects, and then map data-structures onto these data objects. The distributed data-structures provide a simple and familiar view to the User (i.e., applications, programming model, or system libraries using SharP) while abstracting the architectural details, hiding the complexity of memory hierarchies and heterogeneity. These data-structures abstract the volatile, high-bandwidth, and persistent memories that are distributed across the node and the system. To accommodate a wide-variety of extreme-scale applications, SharP natively supports distributed arrays, hash tables, graphs, and abstract data-objects for building other datastructures. Figure 1 shows the abstraction over a typical compute node in a typical extreme-scale system. To achieve the other objectives mentioned in Section II, SharP is built around abstractions and interfaces that can help achieve this. The rest of the section provides the details of the abstractions.
• Data Objects and Unified Memory Interface (UMI): SharP's distributed data-structures are constructed using abstract data objects. These objects are created through the UMI, which provides unified and uniform interfaces to various heterogeneous memory technologies. UMI provides interfaces for the User to allocate, expand, and deallocate data objects across DRAM, HBM, and NVRAM. The data objects created can be either local or global (i.e, shared by Processing Elements (PEs)). Further, local data objects can be composed to create a global data object, and a global data object can be decomposed to create local data objects. A User can have either a local view or global view of the data when they use these data objects.
• Data Sharing and Locality:
SharP data objects can be created on any available memory through the UMI. Through the UMI, the processing thread can create data objects with a variety of affinities including, but not limited to, data objects that are local to CPU computation, GPU computation, on a particular memory bank, near a NIC, or created near other data objects. The data objects can be created on persistent memory or moved from non-persistent to persistent memory, and, thus, could be used by CR mechanisms. The data objects can be shared between processes (i.e., MPI Ranks, OpenSHMEM PEs or Tasks) or between applications.
• Data-Access and Data-Manipulation:
SharP provides a simple set of interfaces for data-access and manipulation. The interface mimics the memory interfaces such as loads and stores with additional information about indexes (in the case of arrays), and KV (in the case of hash tables). While accessing the remote data (i.e., not local to the calling PE), the operations are mapped onto the communication layer, which can leverage parallel programming models such as MPI, OpenSHMEM or network libraries such as Unified Communication X (UCX) [19] or libfabric [21] . With this approach, the User is always presented with a simple and uniform interface for various memory technologies irrespective of the locality or qualitative and quantitative differences.
• Groups to achieve Interoperability:
Interoperability is achieved in SharP with parallel programming models through Groups. SharP's Group is a collection of PEs, which interfaces with PE's of the parallel programming model. It controls the PEs participating in the creation of distributed data-structures. A PE can be an Operating System (OS) process or thread, or a Task as defined by Task programming models. Similarly, Groups can be OpenSHMEM's Active Set, MPI's communicator, or a Task Group. Decoupling the PEs from the data-structure, we achieve a greater flexibility and interoperability with other on-node and inter-node programming models such as OpenMP, MPI, and OpenSHMEM.
• Library-based SharP:
To achieve portability across architectures, we realize the SharP concepts as a layered library. The library has a thin architecture specific layer, which abstracts the architecture details of the system, and the concepts are mostly realized in a architecture agnostic way. The capabilities and attributes of the memory technologies and system architectures are exposed through the interfaces.
IV. SHARP IMPLEMENTATION
To evaluate our approach described in Section III, we implemented SharP as a library (prototype) and evaluated using applications and benchmarks in Section VI. The SharP Application Programming Interface (API) and library provides the implementation that can be used by the applications directly, or could be used by portability layers such as Kokkos, RAJA, and C++ templates. • To achieve portability across different architectures, SharP has two layers on which data-structures are mapped. The first layer, MD, has a one-to-one mapping to the physical architecture, and the second layer, DT, is a logical layer that maps user intent to MD. This design allows decoupling of data-structures from the architecture details of memories.
-MD abstracts the physical memories of the node, which include DRAM, HBM, and NVRAM mem- ories. The MD captures the capabilities and the configuration of memory in the node, which is used to guide the memory allocation decisions on a node. In order to fully capture the attributes of the various memories in the system, the MDs contain information, including the size of the memory, information regarding shared caches between the memory and others, the persistence of the memory, the type of memory, and its associated device (i.e., the locality of the memory). To build this information, SharP leverages the hwloc [8] For example, the User can convey through the User Hints to the SharP library that the data object is used for GPU computation. The SharP library then creates the data object such that it is optimized for access from the GPU.
• Memory Allocation: The UMI interfaces are implemented using the UMA. Figure 2 (b) shows various components in the UMA. Based on the Hints and Constraints, one of the allocator implementations is chosen. Currently, SharP has allocators for DRAM, HBM, and NVRAM. Typically, the allocators are invoked during Group creation. Though Group creation is a collective operation, the allocation across nodes is not a collective operation. The data objects are allocated and assigned to the groups. These data objects are managed by SharP for data-structures and are not deallocated until the Group is destroyed. • The Map is an abstraction that maps the data-structure onto PEs. The SharP library allows a number of different ways to map the data-structure onto PEs. The MAP UNIFORM is a pre-defined Map approach that splits the data-structure elements equally onto the PEs. The MAP CUSTOM takes an user-defined callback function that maps the data-structure elements onto PEs as defined by the User, providing the maximum flexibility. This decoupling between mapping the data-structure and memory object provides enough flexibility for various applications that require variation in data-layout to achieve performance. • The Communication Layer provides the data access and data manipulation capabilities for remote data objects. 
A. Example (Pseudocode) with SharP API
The example below shows how SharP can be used to develop native support for achieving CR. It creates two distributed data structures; one for computation and the other for CR. At the end of the computation, a checkpoint is performed in order to save the current state of the application's data structure. It should be noted that the sharp_memcpy() call is not within the SharP API, but can be implemented through simple usage of sharp_darray_put_elems() to move elements between SharP's distributed data-structures. This is not shown to save space. In this evaluation, we conduct two sets of experiments. First, to evaluate the usability of SharP and understand the performance characteristics, we implement a Stencil benchmark using SharP, adapt QMCPack and Memcached to use SharP, and then conduct performance analysis on large-scale systems at the OLCF. The results are provided in Sections VI-A, VI-B and VI-C, respectively. Second, we show how SharP can be used for various memory technologies and demonstrate the productivity gains. In Section VI-D, we show how seamlessly SharP can take advantage of different memory configurations on a Xeon Phi system and a NVRAM based system.
The testbed used to evaluate the SharP implementations consisted of both Titan [1] and Rhea [2] , which are located at the OLCF at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). For all experiments we used either Titan or Rhea, except for the experiments in Section VI-D1. For experiments in Section VI-D1, we used a four node Xeon Phi testbed called Meitner. Each node was equipped with a Xeon Phi(TM) CPU 7250 processor, 16GB of MCDRAM, 96GB of DDRAM, and connected to other nodes by a InfiniBand EDR network.
A. Evaluating the usability of SharP for implementing 3-Point Stencil
A 3-Point Stencil benchmark is used to evaluate SharP's usability and highlight the performance overheads. The stencil was implemented using both OpenMP and CUDA. The experiment was setup such that each PE resides on its own NUMA node and spawns a number of threads. For OpenMP, the number of threads spawned is four to ensure an affinity between each thread and floating point unit on the Central Processing Unit (CPU). For CUDA, the number of threads was limited to 1024. At the beginning of each time step for the Stencil, each PE will get the necessary data of its left and right neighbors and begin computation. After the computation, the PEs will call a barrier, which will synchronize each PE. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the results of the kernel execution time of the 3-point Stencil with OpenMP and CUDA, respectively, while the workload is weakly-scaled. This allows us to observe the impact of the data-structure organization as performed by an implementation with SharP and without. In the experiment using OpenMP, the time to completion is roughly 14.5% less than MPI with either twosided or one-sided communication with 2 PEs and roughly 9% less than MPI with 1024 PEs. As we scale from 2 PEs to 1024 PEs, the trend of SharP outperforming the MPI implementations continues. Like the experiment using OpenMP, the experiment with CUDA showed a performance difference between SharP and MPI, which continued to be the case as the number of PEs increased. The difference ranged from 4.9% when using 2 PEs to 10% when using 128 PEs. Above 128 PEs, the difference remained at 8%.
From our analysis, we observe the performance improvement is a result of allowing SharP to manage data and decoupling the data-management from communication. It is aided by faster access to data without being burdened by the MPI semantics; for these experiments, SharP used UCX as the communication layer while accessing the remote data. The MPI implementation of the stencil using twosided communication requires moving the data from the user buffer to network buffers for some workloads, and in the case of non-contiguous data, it requires the use of either expensive packing and unpacking routines or memory copies. On the contrary, SharP has a global view of data and can access and modify the data that is in a distributed data-structure. Additionally, we observe that the semantics and data organization used by SharP increase computational performance.
B. Evaluating the usability of SharP for implementing QMCPack
To evaluate the usability of SharP for Big-Compute applications, we ported QMCPack [12] to use SharP for on-node data storage needs. As QMCPack is a petascale capable application and currently has an interest in obtaining exascale capabilities, this is an excellent starting point for evaluating the advantages of SharP. In the rest of the section, we present the details of the porting and evaluation results. This porting effort is to demonstrate the usability of SharP and the implementation should be considered a prototype, as the mature implementation is out-of-scope for this paper.
QMCPack is a collection of Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) algorithms written in C++ capable of calculating the properties of atoms, molecules, and solids. Currently, the properties of the molecules used for experimentation are stored within an object known as a Walker. During execution, many unique Walkers exist on each PE allowing the QMC methods to accurately determine the energy present for each molecule. Each PE keeps track of its local Walkers, and, in Diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC), will load balance with other PEs by exchanging Walkers. Because the majority of QMCPack is centered around computation on and management of these Walkers, the walkers appear to be a prime candidate for being stored by SharP.
To port QMCPack such that it makes effective use of SharP, QMCPack was modified to use C++ arrays for its Walker's properties rather than C++ vectors, which it currently uses. This allows Walkers to be exchanged without packing their data. Additionally, the use of MPI for load balancing was replaced with SharP's constructs for arrays (e.g., sharp_darray_put_elems(), etc.). Thus, SharP is used to store each PE's Walkers and functions as the PE's list of global Walkers rather than local Walkers.
The experiment was completed using a diamond benchmark consisting of a 2x1x1 super-cell of the 8-atom unit cell. The workflow for the experiment first consists of Variational Monte Carlo (VMC) followed by DMC. During VMC, only computation is performed on the Walkers. In DMC, both computation and communication are performed with the Walkers as the Walkers may be duplicated, culled, or load balanced.
The experiments completed were focused on the strong and weak scaling characteristics for QMCPack. For strong scaling, we fixed the number of walkers to 4096. For the weak scaling characteristics, we fixed the amount of Walkers per PE at 64 resulting in 512 Walkers per node. The results for these experiments are the total execution time of the application and are shown in Figure 4 (a) and Figure 4(b) .
The results of the strongly scaled experiment can be seen in Figure 4(a) . As the amount of PEs are increased, the number of Walkers overall is remaining constant at 4096 resulting in less differentiation between QMCPack with SharP and without. The reason for this is due to the changes being placed within QMCPack at the area of code concerned with work being completed on the Walkers. As the amount of PEs increase, this amount of work decreases. Both implementations show similar performance, while QMCPack with SharP shows a 1.1% gain in performance after excluding variance.
The results of the weakly scaled experiment are shown in Figure 4(b) . Similar to the strongly scaled experiment, the SharP implementation shows similar performance for the majority of the experiment. During this time frame, the performance gains are 1%. At 1024 PEs, MPI shows an improvement over SharP of less than 0.3%.
The advantages that we achieve are a result of the prototype implementation of QMCPack to use SharP. The current implementation only partially takes advantage of SharP capabilities, i.e., QMCPack was changed to move the data structure holding a PE's Walkers from a local list to a global list. There are many other advantages (listed below) of moving QMCPack from its current implementation to SharP, and we intend to complete the QMCPack port and realize those advantages. These advantages are:
• Globally viewable list of Walkers.
• Removal of the pack/unpack requirement during the swapping of Walkers.
• Simplified application-level checkpoint/restart mechanisms.
• Increased resiliency of Walkers against potential memory faults.
• Ease in moving Walkers in hierarchical-heterogeneous memories.
C. Evaluate the usability of SharP for implementing Memcached
To evaluate the usability of SharP for Big-Data applications, we implemented a SharP based KV store and ported a popular Memcached benchmark and client, memaslap [4] , to use the SharP based KV store.
Memcached is an in-memory KV store used to cache the results of expensive data operations. It is used by Facebook, Twitter, and many other institutions to meet their scalability and performance needs. Memcached is used in the clientserver model, where a typical setup includes multiple servers and clients. The clients can communicate with multiple servers, but servers do not communicate among themselves. Get and Set commands are used to manipulate the KV stores on the server to either retrieve or store a KV pair respectively. Since the servers do not communicate between each other, the clients have to consistently select the same server through the use of a hash function for a KV Get or Set operation.
In our experiments, we use memaslap to generate Get and Set workloads against the vanilla Memcached and SharP based KV store. In the SharP based KV store, the memaslap benchmark places the key in a SharP hash and the value in a SharP array. Collisions are resolved by replacing the key that is already in the hash with the new one. To Get a KV pair, the key is used to look up the SharP array location that contains the value, which is then returned.
As seen in Figure 5 (a), the SharP based memaslap/KV store performs more transactions per second than Memcached at all value sizes. Similarly, as seen in Figure 5(b) , the SharP based memaslap exceeds the throughput of Memcached for value sizes of 512 bytes and larger. At small value sizes, the throughput difference between the vanilla Memcached and the SharP based memaslap is a consequence of memaslap's performance metric reporting. The vanilla memaslap factors Memcached's protocol overhead in the throughput, while the SharP version does not. As the value size increases this protocol overhead becomes less dominant and the reported throughput is a more realistic throughput available to applications. Figure 5 (c) shows the calculated throughput for both Memcached and the SharP based memaslap/KV store. This is the value size times the number of successful gets divided by the runtime in megabytes per second. The graph shows that the SharP version of memaslap performs better than the version using Memcached until the value sizes approach the maximum that Memcached supports. At the largest problem sizes, both Memcached and SharP fail to find the requested item in more than 99.7% of cases due to the low amount of memory provided for each benchmark (i.e., 64 MB for Memcached and between 63 MB and 67 MB for SharP). The downturn in SharP's throughput is due to the larger penalty for a SharP hash lookup failure when compared to a Memcached lookup failure. This issue can be resolved by making more memory available to the benchmark.
D. Portability across Memory Technologies
To understand the advantages of SharP for porting datastructures across memory technologies, we use SharP with the Stencil benchmark on Xeon Phi with different HBM modes and NVRAM.
1) Stencil Using SharP on Xeon Phi with different HBM modes: In this experiment, the Xeon Phi's HBM was configured in Cache and Flat modes and the SharP based Stencil benchmark was ran with 128 PEs and 1GB problem size. The Stencil benchmark in this configuration is bottlenecked by the memory bandwidth. The User can express this with a Hint (SHARP MD HBM) for all data-structures that are constrained by the memory bandwidth. With this Hint, the SharP library allocates the data-structures on HBM when available. In the Cache mode, the HBM acts as a cache and is transparent to allocators, as a result the Stencil benchmarks data is allocated on DRAM with affinity. When the node is changed to Flat mode, the datastructures can be either allocated on DRAM or HBM. The SharP based application can take advantage of the new memory configuration, seamlessly, and allocates all bandwidth constrained data-structures on HBM; it does not require recompilation or any change in code. Figure 6 shows the performance of the Stencil in Cache mode and Flat modes. With SharP, the Stencil can take advantage of the bandwidth of the HBM and completes with 155 millisecs. Without SharP, the Stencil will allocate the data structures on DRAM (with constrained bandwidth) resulting in slower completion. Without SharP, the applications can still use HBM for various data-structures, however, this requires code changes, recompilation, or both. It also forces the User to have intimate knowledge of the memory configuration and performance impact of the architecture on the application. Unlike in SharP, where the User focuses on the application requirements. 
2) Stencil Using SharP on NVRAM:
In this experiment, we implemented the Stencil benchmark to use data that resides on DRAM and NVRAM. Similar to what was seen in Section VI-D1, only a Hint is required to have SharP allocate on NVRAM. However, without SharP, the User is required to add support for mapping and unmapping a file in NVRAM, recompiling, and possibly relinking their application. The MPI version uses the PMEM interfaces for accessing data on NVRAM. Due to the lack of availability of an NVRAM system for this work, we simulated the NVRAM characteristics on a DRAM file system. When NVRAM system is available, we anticipate no changes to the SharP code as we are using memory mapped files, which is an expected interface to NVRAM. Figure 7 (a) shows the characteristics of the Stencil benchmark while data resides on NVRAM. On NVRAM hardware, we anticipate similar performance characteristics, though the absolute performance may change.
(a) Stencil Execution Figure 7 . Stencil benchmark while using data that is stored on NVRAM; NVRAM characteristics were simulated using the filesystem. Lower times are better.
VII. RELATED WORK
Traditional parallel programming models such as MPI and OpenSHMEM strive to provide fast data movement and rich communication primitives. Unlike these programming models, SharP provides mechanisms to abstract and program distributed systems with hierarchical heterogeneous memories.
Language based approaches such as Kokkos [9] , RAJA [10] , and C++ templates provide abstractions for the memories on the node. As a consequence, the control threads operate with only a local view of the data, requiring other models to provide the global view. Other languages such as Co-Array Fortran (CAF) [18] and Unified Parallel C (UPC) [25] provide language constructs for a global address space, but do not abstract the heterogeneous memories, provide distributed data-structures, or data resiliency. Their performance is strongly influenced by the quality of the optimizations available in compilers, and the ability to translate to communication libraries' constructs. However, SharP provides a library based approach and provides internode and intra-node abstraction.
The most popular and successful data-structured oriented programming paradigm is Global Arrays [11] . Global Arrays provide a distributed array abstraction. However, it does not provide any mechanisms for data locality or affinity for heterogeneous memories, data resiliency or building other data structures in the shared memory space.
DASH is a work similar to Global Arrays but is focused on providing a language-based realization of the PGAS model through the use of C++ templates [16] . Much like Global Arrays, there are no mechanisms within DASH focused primarily on abstracting heterogeneous memory, providing data resiliency, and DASH only provides interfaces for array-based global data structures. Additionally, the functionality of DASH requires the usage of MPI rather than other programming models.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented SharP, a programming abstraction for Big-Compute and Big-Data applications to program hierarchical and heterogeneous memory based extreme-scale systems.
The SharP programming constructs and interfaces were described in Sections III, IV, and V. We have demonstrated various advantages of SharP: (a) The SharP constructs provide the ability to build distributed data-structures for Big-Compute and Big-Data applications. The distributed arrays and hash tables were implemented using these constructs and their utility was demonstrated in applications and benchmarks. (b) The UMI and UMA provide the ability to allocate, access, and update the data on distributed memory systems with a wide variety of memories through simple and uniform interfaces, which was demonstrated in experiments as shown in Figures 3(b) , 6, and 7(a). (c) The SharP interfaces provides the ability to move data between memories, map data based on the capabilities of memories, and achieve performance portability, which was shown in Section VI-D1. We evaluated the strengths and usability of the SharP by implementing a 3-Point Stencil kernel using SharP, porting a petascale capable Big-Compute application QMCPack, implementing SharP-based KV store and memaslap benchmark commonly associated with Memcached. In each of these implementations, we showed that the SharP-based implementations outperform the highly optimized vanilla implementations. The SharP-based Stencil benchmark outperform traditional programming models by up to 14%, QMCPack by up to 1.1%, and the vanilla Memcached ecosystem by up to 75%. In addition, we demonstrated productivity advantages. With the Stencil implementation, we showed how the Stencil can provide native support for CR, seamlessly take advantage of HBM and NVRAM, and faster access to data. QMCPack benefits from a global view of the Walkers and it can be used for load balancing (will be demonstrated in future papers), application level CR, and the ability to move Walkers between various memories. SharP-based KV store and memaslap benefits from high-performing distributed SharP hash, which enables Memcached infrastructure to run on HPC systems, and, thus, take advantage of highperforming networks.
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